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 ABSTRACT 

 This research aimed to preserve on privacy of sensitive information from 

adversaries. We propose an Algorithm to Preserve Sensitive Frequents Itemsets 

(APSFI) with two ramifications to hides sensitive frequents itemsets in horizontal or 

vertical databases which minimize the number of database scanning processes during 

hiding operation. The main approach to hide sensitive frequent itemsets is to reduce 

the support of each given frequents sensitive 1-itemsets to be insensitive and convert 

another insensitive to be sensitive in the same transaction to avoid the change of 

database size and transaction's nature to avoid adversaries' doubt. The experiments of 

APSFI showed very encouraging results; it excluded 91% of database scan operations 

in vertical databases and 41% in horizontal layout databases in comparison with the 

well-known FHSFI algorithm. The experiments depict the APSFI tolerance for 

database size scalability, and its linear outperformance, from execution time aspect, 

in contrast with FHSFI.  

 

Keyword: - Privacy Preserve, Sensitive Itemsets, Frequents Itemsets, Horizontal    

                  Database, Vertical Database. 

 

 

 خوارزمية جديدة لحماية العناصر المتكررة الحساسة
 في قواعد البيانات األفقية او العمودية

 
 الخالصة

هذذ الاحث ذذدل اذذ حلاحذذسل ة  ذذعلوذذت علاحةسة ةذذ للاح و وذذعلةذذثلاحدمذذ   لهذذ الاحث ذذدل  ذذ  ل         
سن متلاحةتكتتةلاح و وعلفيلد اتزة علح ة  علاحسن متلاحةتكتتةلاح و وعلثتفتع ثلا  هة لألدف ءلاح

لق اع لث  ن للأف  عل لأألدتىلق اع لث  ن للعة   ع لللللللل
احد اتزة علاحة تت علت ةللةثلع  لعةة  للاحةوحلعةسلق ع ةلاحث  ن للدالللعةة علاألدف ء لاثللللللللل

اح و وعلحتمثحلعةة علأدف ءلاحسن متلاحةتكتتةلاح و وعلتت لةثلدالللت ة للتكتاتلاحسن متلاحةتكتتةل
غ تل و وعل ت  للعن متلادتىلغ تل و وذعلحتمذثحل و وذعلفذيلنفذفلاحمذف علحتفذ  حلت  ذتل  ذ ل
ق ع ةلاحث  ن لل لاحمف  للحت نبلشكلاحدم   لاثلاألدتث تاللاحتذيلا ت ذللعةذسلاحد اتزة ذعلتس ذيل

عةذذسلل%19%لةذذثلعةة ذذ للاحةوذذحلعةذذسلق عذذ ةلاحث  نذذ للاحسة   ذذعل ل19نتذذ  ملةشذذ سعيلفاذذيلتت نذذبل
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ل لتمحلحنذ لهذ الاألدتثذ تاللقذ تةFHSFI)ق ع ةلاحث  ن للاألف  علث حة  تنعلةعلاحد اتزة علاحةست فع)
APSFIعةسلاحتس ةللةذعلق اعذ لث  نذ لل الل  ذ لق ثذللحةز ذ  ةيل دذ لان ذ زلعذ حيلةذثلدذاللل قذللل

  FHSFIاحتنف  لة  تنعلثد اتزة عل
 
 

INTRODUCTION  

omputers have promised us a fountain of wisdom but delivered a deluge of 

information. This huge amount of data makes it crucial to develop tools to 

discover what is called hidden knowledge. These tools are called data mining 

tools. So, data mining promises to discover what is hidden, but what if that hidden 

knowledge is sensitive and owners would not be happy if this knowledge were 

exposed to the public or to adversaries?  

This problem motivates researcher to develop algorithms to assure data owners 

that privacy is protected while satisfying their need to share data for a common good. 

         Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) come up with the idea of 

protecting sensitive data or knowledge to conserve privacy while data mining 

techniques can still be applied efficiently [1]. 

PPDM can be categorized as data hiding and rule hiding. In data hiding the 

database is modified in order to protect sensitive data of individuals. In rule hiding 

this modification is done to protect sensitive knowledge which can be mined from the 

database. In other words data hiding is related to input privacy while rule hiding is 

related to output privacy where frequent itemsets, association rules or classification 

rules are considered as outputs. Association rule or frequent itemset hiding is most 

popular method to provide output privacy [1]. 

 There may be some situations where knowledge extracted by rule mining 

algorithms includes rules or itemsets that should stay unrevealed.      

These itemsets are called sensitive itemsets. Itemset hiding intends to modify 

database in such a way that sensitive itemsets are hidden with minimum side effects 

on non-sensitive ones. Sanitization of the database by placing false or unknown 

values is NP-Hard problem so heuristic approaches are needed where the idea is to 

reduce the support and confidence of sensitive itemsets [2]. 

 We have review algorithms that hide sensitive patterns by sanitizing datasets and 

we have shown their drawbacks.  

The data-sharing techniques and pattern-sharing techniques face a challenge. That 

is, blocking as much inference channels to sensitive patterns as possible. Inference is 

defined as “the reasoning involved in drawing a conclusion or making a logical 

judgment on the basis of circumstantial evidence and prior conclusions rather than on 

the basis of direct observation” [3]. Farkas et al. [4] offer a good inference survey 

paper for more information. Frequent itemsets have an anti-monotonic property; that 

is, if X is frequent, all its subsets are frequent, and if X is not frequent, none of its 

supersets are frequent. Therefore, it is sound inference to conclude that XZ is frequent 

because XYZ is frequent. This has been called the “backward inference attack” [5]. 

On the other hand, the “forward inference attack” consists of concluding that 

XYZ is frequent from knowledge like “XY, Y Z, and XZ are frequent”. This is not 

sound inference. It has been suggested [5] one must hide one of XY, YZ, or XZ in 

order to hide XYZ; but, this is unnecessary (it is usually possible to hide XYZ while 

all of XY, YZ, and XZ remain frequent). 

 In huge databases, forcing to hide at least one subset among the    k-1 subsets of 

a k-itemset results in hiding many non-sensitive itemsets unnecessarily. This 

C 
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demonstrates that the method by Stanley et al. [5] removes more itemsets than 

necessary for unjustified reasons. 

An adversary that systematically uses the “forward inference attack” in huge 

databases will find unlimited possibilities and reach many wrong conclusions. 

Nevertheless, we argue that an adversary with knowledge that (in a sanitized 

database) XY, YZ and XZ are frequent may use the “forward inference attack” with 

much better success if XYZ is just below the privacy support threshold. 

 This is the drawback of the method by Atallah et al. [6] that heuristically 

attempts to remove the minimum non-sensitive itemsets but leaves open this 

inference channel. Atallah et al. proposed an (item restriction)-based algorithm to 

sanitize data in order to hide sensitive itemsets. The algorithm works on a set of 

sensitive itemsets in a one-by-one fashion.  

Most of the association rule hiding algorithms are Apriori [7] based and needs 

multiple database scans to find support of sensitive itemsets because these techniques 

require data mining done prior to the hiding process. 

In this research we produced two techniques to hiding sensitive itemsets in 

database. These techniques are based on looking for the child itemset, (1-itemset), 

with the highest support and reducing it. This leads to elimination of the need of pre-

mining, avoidance of multiple scans of database, and heavy computational cost 

during hiding process. The proposed Algorithms to Preserve Sensitive Frequent 

Itemsets (APSFI), a solution to the forward and backward attack inference problems. 

Indeed, APSFI consists of two sub algorithms, the first deal with horizontal 

layout and the second algorithm deal with vertical layout where horizontal database 

consist of two filed, transaction identifier TIDS, transaction items, while vertical 

database consists of an item filed and a list of the TIDS contain the item. 

 

RELATED WORK  

The advances in data mining have been proven beneficial for business, but also 

have introduced new problems in the preservation of privacy [8]. The privacy 

preserving data mining PPDM has been proposed as a solution to the problem of 

violating privacy while sharing data for knowledge extraction. The aim of PPDM is 

to develop algorithms to modify original data or mining techniques in such a way that 

useful knowledge can still be extracted while private data or knowledge is hidden. 

PPDM is mainly categorized as input and output privacy [9]. Input privacy is known 

as data hiding and output privacy is mostly known as rule or itemset hiding. Dasseni 

et al. then proposed a hiding algorithm based on the hamming-distance approach to 

reduce the confidence or support values of association rules [10]. Oliveira and 

Za¨ıane [11] introduced the multiple-rule hiding approach to efficiently hide sensitive 

itemsets. Amiri then proposed three heuristic algorithms to hide multiple sensitive 

rules [12]. Pontikakis et al. [13] proposed two heuristics approaches based on data 

distortion. Hong et al. proposed two approaches to partially delete the items within 

the transactions or the whole transactions from the original database for hiding 

sensitive itemsets [14].    

Tzung-Pei.[15] then proposed a greedy-based algorithm for inserting newly 

transactions into the original database for efficiently hiding the sensitive itemsets. 

 

FORMULATION AND NOTATIONS 

 Let DB be the database of transactions and J = {J1, ..., Jn} be the set of items. A 

transaction T includes one or more items in J (i.e., T  J). For a given itemset X  J 
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and a given transaction T, we say that T contains X if and only if X T. The 

support count of an itemset X is defined to be Xsup, The support of itemset X can be 

computed by the equation (support(X) = ||X|| / |DB|). We say that an itemset X is 

large, with respect to a support threshold of s%, if Xsup ≥ |DB| × s% where |DB| is 

the number of transactions in the database DB. An association rule is an 

implication of the form "X => Y", where X J, Y  J and X∩Y=Ø.     

The association rule X =>Y is said to hold in the database DB with 

confidence c% if no less than c% of the transactions in DB that contain X also 

contain Y. The rule     X => Y has support s% in DB if Xsup Ysup = |DB| ×s%. 

For a given pair of confidence and support thresholds, the problem of mining 

association rules is to find out all the association rules that have confidence and 

support greater than the corresponding thresholds. This problem can be reduced to 

the problem of finding all large itemsets for the same support threshold. Thus, if 

s% is the given support threshold, the mining problem is reduced to the problem 

of finding the set   L = {X\X  J ^ Xsup > |DB| × s%} [16]. For the convenience of 

subsequent discussions, we call an itemset that contains exactly k items a k-

itemset. We use the symbol Lk to denote the set of all k-itemsets in L. 

 

THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS  

 This section focuses on elucidating the steps of the proposed Algorithms to 

Preserve Sensitive Frequents Itemsets (APSFI), of hiding association rules via the 

hiding frequent itemsets in transactional database (DB). APSFI depends on the 

altering the support(s) of one or more items. It partially hides a frequent item to 

change its support to be infrequent and vice versa. In this research we propose two 

algorithms, the first one (APSFI_HDB) which deals with horizontal database (HDB) 

and the other (APSFI_VDB) which deals with vertical database (VDB). These 

algorithms manipulates two cases that are: 

i) Hide Sensitive frequent itemsets (SFI) in transactional database. 

ii) Reduce the re-mining operation over the DB to avoid a heavy 

computational cost during hiding SFI. 

         These algorithms will be explained bellow. Table (1) elucidates the notation 

used in the proposed algorithms. 

 

Table (1) Notation Used in the Proposed Algorithms. 

Notation Description 

DB Original database 

SL Set of sensitive 1-itemset in a set of transactions A 

SDB Set of infrequent 1-itemsets in a set of transactions A 

Minsup User defined minimum support threshold 

|A| The number of transactions in the transaction database A 

X A set of items (i.e., one itemset) 

Xsup Support of X in the set of transactions A 

XTIDS Transaction list of X in the set of transactions A 

M Number of transactions we must be hide X from it 

Lk
A Set of large k-itemsets in a set of transactions A 

SFI Sensitive frequent itemset 

HDB Horizontal Database 

VDB Vertical Database 
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AR Association Rules 

 

The APSFI_HDB algorithm. 

In this section, we introduce the “Algorithm to Preserve Sensitive Frequents 

Itemsets in Horizontal Database “, APSFI_HDB, step by step. Figure (1) depicts a 

high level code of the proposed algorithm. Firstly, we'll focus on the special case of 

hiding Sensitive Frequents Itemsets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (1) the high level code of the proposed algorithm. 

 

    

Indeed Figure (1) is self-documented therefore; a brief description will be 

presented for its steps. According to step#1 all the frequent items will be listed in 

what so called sensitive frequent itemset (SL), while the infrequent items will be 

in small database (SDB). Step#3 is repeated for all the items of SL and SDB. Each 

item X of SL will be assigned a number, MX, which represents the times of its 

deletions from M transactions.  X will be substituted by Y element of SDB if it is 

not exist in a specified transaction that X is deleted from. In many cases the 

substitution of X and Y is not one to one substitutions. The purpose of this 

operation is to change the support of X and Y. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1- Select all frequent 1-itemsets into sensitive frequent itemset, SL. 

2- Select infrequent 1-itemsets into small database list, SDB. 

3- For all  1-itemsets X in SL Do 

reduce the support of X  in DB to be lower than minsup threshold 

according to following   

3.1 Compute M=Xsup – (minsup-1) 

      Where M is the number of deletion operation of X from DB,  i.e.,   

X will be deleted from MX of transactions. 

3.2  Remove X from SL. 

3.3  Pick a suitable 1-itemset from SDB, Y. 

       Substitute Y in the updated transactions in 3.1. if that  

       transactions dose not include Y. 

3.4 Add Y to the LnewDB  when Y become large. 

3.5 Remove Y from SDB. 

4- Replace LDB with LnewDB. 
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Figure (2) APSFI_HDB algorithm. 

 

         The first step selects all 1-itemsets of (LDB) which required to be hidden in the 

database (DB). The selected items are stored in a list SL. In the second step, all the 

APSFI_HDB algorithm  (input: DB, LDB, |DB|, minsup); 

                                       (output: DB, LnewDB) 

1. SL= all 1-itemsets in LDB 

2. SDB = DB- SL. 

3. D=|DB|. 

4.  if  SL ≠Ø  then 

5.    Begin 

6.          S=| SDB|.    

7.          J=1 

8.          for all X  SL  do Begin   

9.                Xsup= | XTIDS|. 

10.                if J<=S then Begin 

11.                    Y=transaction(J) from SDB. 

12.                              Ysup= | YTIDS|. 

13.                end;{if} 

14.                M= Xsup-(minsup-1). 

15.                for i= 1 to M do Begin 

16.                      K=element(i) from XTIDS. 

17.                      remove X from transaction K in DB. 

18.                      if (J<=S ) and (K  YTIDS) then Begin  

19.                          add Y to transaction K in DB 

20.                           Ysup= Ysup +1. 

21.                      end;{if} 

22.                      else if transaction(K)= Ø  then  Begin  

23.                                 D=D-1 

24.                                 minsup=sth%*D /sth% is support threshold / 

25.                                 M= Xsup-(minsup-1). 

26.                               end; {if} 

27.                end;{for}      

28.                remove X  from SL   

29.                if (J<=S ) then 

30.                      if  Ysup >=minsup then Begin 

31.                           add Y to LNewDB    

32.                           remove Y from SDB 

33.                      end;{if} 

34.                J=J+1 

35.         end;{for} 

36. end.{if} 

37. remove all itemsets from LDB 

38. LDB =LNewDB 
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infrequent 1-itemsets of DB are retrieved and stored in (SDB) depending on 

eliminating SL from DB. Step 8 selects an item represented by X from SL to hide it. 

Step9 counts the support of item(X), its support represented by Xsup. In the step 11, 

Y stores an item of transaction#J in SDB, while Ysup , in step 12, contains the support 

of the item stored in Y. The purposes of steps (14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19) are 

computing the number of transactions, M, removing X from M transactions to 

convert X to infrequent item, adding Y, M times to the transactions that X removed 

from and/or to transactions that do not contain Y, to alter Y to be frequent, i.e., the 

addition of Y is restricted to the condition that Y is not an item in the transaction K. 

In many cases, deletion of one item converts a transactions to a null set, i.e. it 

becomes without items, therefore line #22 checks this case. Line #23 will decrease 

the number of transactions by one due to the eliminations. Line #24 will compute a  

New value of minsup according to the elimination, anyway its percentage should 

be maintained, and also the value of M will be recomputed. This process will 

continue according to the value of M in step #25. Line #28 perform the duty of 

removing the sensitive itemset X from SL, i.e., sensitive frequent itemsets. steps(29-

32) are checking the frequency of Y according to its support. Y will be deleted from 

SDB and added to the new large database  LnewDB. The steps (8- 35) continue iteratively 

until SL become empty. 

         After that, all itemsets in LDB will be removed and substituted by the elements 

of LnewDB to be the new sensitive itemsets DB.  

 

Example (1) 

         An example database is shown in Table (2), and one can find the support of 

each mined large k-itemset in Table (3), depending on minsup=2. 

 

Table (2) Hypothesis Database .      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (3) the new frequent Itemsets 

With minsup=2. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Items TIDS 

A,C,D,E,G 1 

A,B,D,E,G 2 

A,D,F,G,H 3 

A,E,I 4 

F,G,H 5 

NO. Items Support 

2 A,G 4 

6 D,E,AD,AE,AG,ADG 3 

6 F,H,DE,EG,GH,ADE 2 
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 The first step selects all 1-itemset from LDB and will be stored in a list SL = 

{A,D,E,F,G,H}. The infrequent 1-itemsets of DB are stored in the list SDB={B,C,I}, 

shown in Table (4).  

Table (4) Small database (SDB) 

 

 

 

 

          

 

Count the number of transactions in DB, D=5. Count the number of transactions 

in SDB, S=3. We select one itemset X={A} from SL, and find the support of this 

item(X) ASUP=4, after that we check the SDB ≠Ø, fetch one itemset Y={B} from list 

SDB, and compute the support of it BSUP=1. The next step, computes the number of 

transactions required to hide A from by using equation M= XSUP-(minsup-1), M=3, 

i.e., remove A from M transactions to convert A to infrequent item i.e. ASUP=1 

(insensitive item). Add item(B) M times to the transactions that A removed from with 

the condition that these transactions do not contain item(B), to alter B to be frequent 

item BSUP=3 (sensitive item), then insert item B to the list LnewDB.                 

         After that, we have to check if the transaction (K) became empty, if so 

decrement D (the number of transactions in DB), compute the new minsup and the 

new number of transactions (M). Now recall Table (2) after hiding the item (A) and 

switch it by item(B). 

  

Table (5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These steps continue iteratively until SL become empty and then translate all 

itemsets from LnewDB to LDB (after removing all itemsets from it) to generate new 

sensitive itemset through several iteration. Table (6) depicts The new database after 

hiding all sensitive 1-itemset from database.  

 

Table (6) new database. 

Items NO. 

B 1 

C 2 
I 3 

Items TIDS 

B,C,D,E,G 1 

B,D,E,G 2 

B,D,F,G,H 3 

A,E,I 4 

F,G,H 5 

Items TIDS 

B,C,I 1 

B,C,I 2 

B,D 3 
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Table (7) The new Frequent Itemsets 

With minsup=2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The APSFI_VDB algorithm. 

This algorithm deals with vertical databases. The vertical layout has been 

shown to be successful for association mining. The benefits of using the vertical 

format have been demonstrated in Monte [17], a system for OLAP. The purpose of 

this algorithm (APSFI_VDB) is to preserve SFI in DB by hide frequent              

1-itemsets in DB. In this approach we avoid the expensive steps of mining the 

database several times during the sanitization process. Figure (4) depicts this 

algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A,E,I 4 

F,G,H 5 

NO. Items Support 

2 B,I 3 

4 C,BC,BI,BCI 2 

APSFI_VDB  (input: DB, LDB, minsup);   (output: DB, LnewDB) 

1- SL= all 1-itemsets in LDB 

2- SDB = DB- SL. 

3- j=1 

4- For all X  SL  do Begin   

5-        Xsup= | XTIDS|. 

6-        M= Xsup-(minsup-1) 

7-        Y=transaction(j) from SDB 

8-        Ysup=| YTIDS| 

9-         For i= 1 to M do Begin 

10-             td= element(i) from XTIDS 

11-             If (Y<>) and (td   YTIDS) then Begin 

12-                 add td to YTIDS 

13-                 Ysup= Ysup+1 

14-             End;{if} 

15-             Remove td from XTIDS 

16-             Xsup= Xsup-1 

17-        End;{for} 

18-        j=j+1 

19-        Remove X from SL 

20-        If Ysup >=minsup then Begin 

21-            Add Y to LnewDB  

22-            Remove Y from SDB 

23-        End;{if} 

24- End;{for} 

25- remove all itemsets from LDB 

26- LDB =LNewDB 

27-End.{Alg.} 
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Figure (4) APSFI_VDB algorithm. 

The first step selects all 1-itemsets of LDB which is required to be hidden in the 

database (DB). The selected items are stored in a list SL. In the second step, all the 

infrequent 1-itemsets of DB are retrieved and stored in (SDB) depending on 

eliminating SL from DB. The steps (4,5) select one itemset(X)  from list SL and find 

the support of it. Step(6) finds the number of transactions(M) that we can remove X 

from.    

 In the steps(7,8), Y stores the item of transaction#J in SDB and its support will be 

counted. The steps(9-17), fetch one td (transaction identifier) from  XTIDS and add this 

td to YTIDS and remove the td from XTIDS. These operations iteratively work M times 

until X will be insensitive and Y become sensitive. Steps(19-24) remove X from SL 

and add Y to LnewDB after checking its support(Ysup >=minsup) . Steps(4 - 24) continue 

iteratively until SL become empty. Step#25 removes all itemsets from LDB. In 

step#26, LDB stores all the items in SDB. Step#27generates K-itemsets from the  1-

itemsets in LDB. 

Example (2) 

Table (8) shows a transaction of database, and one can find the support of each 

mined frequent k-itemset in Table (9), depending on minsup=2. 

 

Table (8) Database With minsup=2. 

 

           

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (9) the new frequent Itemsets. 

TIDS Items 

1,2,3,4 A 

2 B 

1 C 

1,2,3 D 

1,2,4 E 

3,5 F 

1,2,3,5 G 

3,5 H 

4 I 

NO. Items Support 
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The first step select all 1-itemset from LDB and store them  in a list SL = 

{A,D,E,F,G,H}, the infrequent 1-itemsets of DB are stored in the list SDB={B,C,I}. 

Select one item(A) from SL and one item(B) from SDB, Count the supports of each, 

Asup=4 and Bsup=1. Compute the number of transactions (M=3) in which we must hide 

A and switch it with  B. Select one item( td {1}) from Atids{1,2,3,4}, insert this td {1} 

to Btids to be frequent and remove this td{1} from Atids{2,3,4} to be infrequent , these 

steps continue iteratively M times until A be insensitive and B becomes sensitive. 

After that remove A from list SL = {D, E, F, G, H} and check if  the Bsup=4 become 

frequent. After that add it to list LnewDB and remove it from list SDB={C,I}, These 

steps continue iteratively until SL becomes empty. Table (10) depicts The new 

database after hiding all sensitive 1-itemset from the database.  

 

Table (10) New Database 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMPARISON WITH THE FHSFI ALGORITHM 

Measurement of Execution Time of Each Algorithm.  

We have performed our experiments on a notebook with 1.6GHz   processor and 

2 GB memory, under Windows XP operating system. The IBM data generator [18] is 

used to synthesize the databases for the experiments.     

2 A,G 4 

6 D,E,AD,AE,AG,ADG 3 

6 F,H,DE,EG,GH,ADE 2 

TIDS Items 

4 A 

1,2,3 B 

1,2 C 

3 D 

4 E 

5 F 

5 G 

5 H 
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Table (11) shows the CPU time spent to process Databases with sizes 10K, 20K, 

30K, 40K, 50K used to comparison between the two proposed algorithms and FHSFI 

(Fast Hiding Sensitive Frequent Itemsets) algorithm [19].  

 

Table (11) Execution time for each algorithm. 

CPU time(ms) 

APSFI_VDB 

CPU time(ms) 

APSFI_HDB 

CPU time(ms) 

FHSFI 

No. of 

transactions in 

DB 

140.6 320 578.8 10000 

335 654.6 1155.6 20000 

550 1002.8 1899 30000 

730.2 1354 2133.9 40000 

900.4 1705.6 2700.2 50000 

 

         In Table (11) depicts that the two proposed algorithms outperformed the FHSFI 

from execution time aspects. The CPU time requirements is shown in Figure (5). 
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Figure (5) execution time of APSFI_VDB, APSFI_HDB, and FHSFI. 

 

 As shown in Figure (5), the execution time of the three algorithms is of linear 

growth with increasing size of databases, but APSFI_VDB overcomes APSFI_HDB 

and FHSFI in considerable time. 

Counting of the number of DB Scan 

         Hiding some SFI from the database imperil this database to re-mined 

process to hide and uncover some itemsets. Most of the researchers ignore the 

increasing number of re-mining operation over the database.    

         This research presents two algorithms to manipulate this case by reducing 

re-mining operation to avoid a heavy computational cost during hiding SFI. 

         We can measure the number of re-mining of each algorithm by using sample of 

DB as shown in Table(12), and one can find the SFI in Table (13), depending on 

minsup=2. 
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Table (12) DB. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (13) the sensitive frequent itemset. 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This section illustrates the benefits of proposed algorithms by counting of the re-

mining operation for each algorithm and compare the results as shown in Table (14). 

 

Table (14) Comparison between the number of DB scan for each algorithm. 

Name of 

algorithms 

No. of hidden  

1-itemset from 

DB 

No. of  hidden 2-

itemset from DB 

No. of hidden 

3-itemset from 

DB 

No. of re-

mining in DB 

after hiding 

FHSFI 5 4 2 11 

APSFI_HDB 7 0 0 7 

APSFI_VDB 7 0 0 1 

         

Indeed, there is an extra scan operation in FHSFI not computed above; this 

operation counting weight of each transaction in DB, therefore its number of scanning 

over the DB is 12. It is well-known that database scan operation is the main cause of 

time consumption. According to the experimental results and the abstracted example 

in Table(14),  APSFI_HDB excludes (12-7)/12=41% of scanning operations done by 

FHSFI, while APSFI_VDB eliminates (12-1)/12=91% of scanning operations of 

FHSFI, also it prohibits  (7-1)/7=85% of the APSFI_HDB algorithm.   

Another Comparison Factor 

TIDS ITEMSET 

1 A,B,D,E,G 

2 A,D,E,G 

3 A,D,F,G,H 

4 A,B,E,I 

5 F,G,H 

No. Sensitive Frequent 

Itemsets 

SUPPORT 

 

1 A,G 4 

2 D,E,AD,AE,AG, 

DG 

3 

3 B,F,H,AB,BE,DE, 

EG,FG, FH, ABE, DEG 

2 
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     APSFI hides 1-itemset and inserts another in the same transaction to avoid the 

change in the weight of the transactions and the size of the DB, this operation 

produces two benefits:   

 Doubt prevention. 

 Itemsets losing prevention. 

The contrast of these two benefits is drawbacks of all PPDM algorithms. 

 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

         This research presents a new algorithm (APSFI) to hide extracted AR by hiding 

sensitive frequent itemsets. The main approach to hide sensitive frequent itemsets is 

minimizing the support to convert this sensitive itemset to insensitive, and emerging 

another insensitive to be sensitive by increasing its support in the same transaction to 

avoid the change in the weight of the transaction and DB size. The hide operation 

restricted to hide sensitive 1-itemset, to reduce the execution time consumption 

during candidates generating.  

         APSFI modifies only few parts of transactions in the DB, depending on the 

support reducing of the itemset to be insensitive. It adds this flexibility with a 

reasonable cost and blocking more inference channels. 

         Our approach has achieved the following goals:  

 all sensitive frequent itemsets can be completely hidden without generating  

frequent k-itemsets.  

 limited side effects by avoid the generating candidate( 2-itemsets or more).  

 APSFI_HDB reduces the scanning over the DB and the APSFI_VDB algorithm 

need only one scan over the DB.  

 These algorithms are a solution to the forward and backward inference attacks 

problems. 
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